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SUMMARY

Full-stack web developer with solid formal training from Microverse, honing skills in core languages like JavaScript,
React, and Ruby on Rails with over 90% good feedbacks from code reviews. Passionate about pair programming and
love writing clean code. Additionally, learning new technologies to stay ahead in the industry. Fluent English and native
Spanish speaker with strong collaboration, communication, and remote work skills participating in at least 4 technical
meetings daily. Experience in developing a hotel booking application, creating UIs, implementing API-based web apps,
and testing.

SKILLS

Front-End: JavaScript, React, Redux, HTML5, CSS3, SASS.
Back-end: Ruby, Rails.
Tools & Methods: Git, GitHub, Netlify, Render, Mobile/Responsive Development, Chrome Dev Tools, Bootstrap,
Primereact, RSpec, Capybara, TDD, Jest, and Tailwind.
Professional: Remote Pair-Programming, Teamwork, Mentoring, Agile Methodologies, Interpersonal Skills,
Adaptability, and Project Management

EXPERIENCE

HIGHLIGHTED PERSONAL PROJECTS Remote
Full Stack Web Developer July 2022 –
Present

Developing multiple full-stack projects both independently and through remote pair programming. Mastering
intermediate and advanced technologies and skills such as Git, GitHub, Unit Tests, HTML, JavaScript, Ruby, Ruby on
Rails, React, Redux, and data structure challenges.

Hotel Booking: Ruby on Rails / React / Redux / Vite / RSpec / Vite test / Primereact.
A hotel booking application that enabled users to reserve hotel room services.
Displaying available rooms and allowing users to specify check-in and check-out dates.
➔ Built file structure at the back end with Rails 7.
➔ Implemented team task organization with Kanban.
➔ Deployed Database, controller, and models.
➔ Added unit tests.
➔ Created a React UI, to, register, log in, display rooms, and details information.
➔ Generated forms and data validations to add, delete, and book rooms.
➔ Played a Monitor role, tracking team morale, ensuring equal participation in meetings, and applying conflict

resolution techniques when necessary.
➔ Visit-site: Hotel Booking App

My Budget App: Ruby on Rails
A software application with the capability to assist individuals in managing
their personal finances effectively.
This application will provide users with features such as budget tracking, expense categorization,
and real-time notifications to help them stay within their budgetary constraints.
➔ Built an application with Rails 7.
➔ Added functionality to let the user authenticate and access certain parts of the webpage.
➔ Deployed Database, controller, and models.
➔ Added unit tests.
➔ Generated examples to test functionality and database.
➔ Visit-site: My Buddget App
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Space Traveler’s Hub: React /Redux / Webpack / Jest / Space X AP
This is a Simple Page Application that utilizes React, Redux, and a SpaceX API to display Rockets,
Missions, and Dragons. Users can reserve any item and view it on their My Profile page.
➔ Built UI with React.
➔ Implemented team task organization with Kanban.
➔ Configured different functionalities, buttons, forms, tables, and checklists.
➔ Created tests.
➔ Played Kanban Board Owner role, monitoring task progress, making reassignments as needed, and actively

listening to team members and assessing their strengths and weaknesses to optimize task assignments.
➔ Visit-site: Space Traveler's hub

MICROVERSE Remote
Mentor (Volunteer) September 2022 –October
2022

➔ Mentored 2+ junior web developers.
➔ Conducted 2+ code reviews per week for junior web developers to ensure code quality and adherence to best

practices.
➔ Proposed restructuring code to enhance its performance and improve overall application quality.
➔ Provided guidance on how to stay motivated and ensure 95% long-term success in the program.

EDUCATION

MICROVERSE July 2022 – Present
Remote Full Stack Web Development Program, Full Time

➔ Spent 1300+ hours mastering algorithms, data structures, and full-stack development while simultaneously
developing projects with Ruby, Rails, JavaScript, React, and Redux. Mentored junior web developers.

➔ Developed skills in remote pair programming using GitHub, industry-standard git-flow, and daily standups to
communicate and collaborate with international remote developers.

IUTM(Technological University Institute of Maracaibo) 2008-2012
Systems Engineer, Full Time

➔ Developed strong analytical and problem-solving skills and hands-on projects. Leveraged my proficiency in
programming languages such as C++, HTML, and MySQL.

➔ Applied techniques that include step-by-step procedures, resulting products, functions, tools, and quality
standards for the completion of the complete systems development life cycle.

➔ Designed and implemented a comprehensive system for managing hospital personnel. This system was
designed to seamlessly handle critical aspects of personnel management, such as calculating labor hours,
vacation, and medical permissions. integrated a state-of-the-art biometric attendance tracking system, which
enables seamless checking in and checking out of personnel to ensure the highest level of accuracy and
efficiency.
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